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I.Introduction and summaryof results
Thispaper examines the trade—balance response to changes in world oil pri-
ces and interest rates for a smalloil—importing open econow. The theoretical
interestin this problem is, of course, derived from the oilprice increases in 1973_14
and1919—80and the resulting huge surpluses in OPEC current accounts andtrade
balances,and corresponding overall deficits vis——vis OPEC in the restof the world.
Worldmarkets have since then been flooded by OPEC'5supply of credit, and there is
evidence that world real interest rates fell during the 19705.1
By now,startingwith the works by,among others, Schmid 11976],Findlayand
Rodrigues[1977J, Buiter 11918], and Bruno and Sachs 11979], there existsa lare
literature on many thretica1 macroeconomic aspects ofthese events. 'lbthe extent
thatthis literature has dealt with determinants of the currentaccount, it has,
however,mostly used a rather static approach and even overlooked obvious andimpor-
tant intertemporal aspects. Whether the current account balanceis described in
termsof exportminus import or equivalently as income minus absorption, it has
rarely been seen as the outcome of intertemporal decisions on saving and invest-
ment. As argued by Saclis [1981, p.212] : "A one—period theory of the current account
that describes a static balance of imports andexports makes as much sense as a one—
periodtheory of savings or investment. Because current account imbalances reflect
iritertemporalchoices, expectations of future events can be a decisive factor in
determining the size ofdeficitsand surpluses u2—2—
Svensson and Razjn 119821 havedeveloped a two—period maw—goods modelof a
small open econow, for thepurpose of examining the classic Harberger—Lau5_
)Ietzler terms of trade effecton aggregate spending andsaving. They can resolve
previous controversies on thedeterminants of the effect,precisely because they
develop a model where expenditure andsaving are the outcome of intertemporaloptimi-
zation.Their model also gives riseto a theory of the currentaccount that expli-
citly takes the intertemporalaspects into account, and they derivethe effects on
on the current account oftemporary, per1nent, and expected futurechanges in world
prices,assuming perfect international capital
mobility and a given world rate of
interest. The discussion
is, however, limited to thecase with fixed (full employ-
ment) output vectors andno investment, except for a briefdiscussion of conse-
quences of static and intertemporalsubstitution in production.
Inthis paper, the anaJ.ysis ofSvensson and Razin 11982]isspecialized to
dealwith two traded goods,name3,y a dorstical3,y Sroduced finalgood and an imported
raw material, called oil, which isused as an input in production.The ana].ysis is
furthermore extended to includeinvestment, rigid wages, and changes inemployment.
The effects on welfare andon the trade balance3 in terms of finalgoods of exogenous
increases in oil prices (relative
to final goods) and a decreasein the world (real
final—goods)interest rate are examined,4takinginto account endogencischanges in
saving,investment and employment. As inSvensson and Razin [1982), the modeluses
an explicit),7 microeconomicframework, and abstracts complete),y frommonetary
aspects. There is no government and theeffects of different liciesare not con-
sidered. Throughouttheanalysis it is assumed that capital andlabor, capital and
oil, and oil and labor, are all'cooperative' (in the sense thatthecorresponding
cross partiajs of the production functionare all sitive) ,thatoil is used onlyas—3—
an intermediate input and not consumeddirectly, that oil cannot be stored, and that
there 18 no home production of oil. Then thefollowing results are derived:
With flexible wages and full employment, theeffect on welfare of chan5es in
oil prices and the interest rate isindependent of the possibilities to substitute
oil for capital or labor in production. Thewelfare effects can be simply expressed
as a sum of static oil terms of trade effects andan intertemporaj. interest rate
terms of trade effect. With rigidwages and less than full employment, welfare is in
addition affected by enrplment changes, which dodepend on the degree of substituta-
bility of oil in production.
With flexible wages and full emplwmentwe can show that:
(i)A (present) ttporary oil price increase (ata constant rate of
interest) unambiguously deteriorates6 the (present)trade balance through a decrease
in saving, whereas investment is unaffected.
(2) An (expected) future oil price increaseunambiguously improves the
(present) trade balance through an incrase insaving and a decrease in investment.
(3)Apermanent oil price increase has, in general, an ambiguous effecton
thetrade balance. Toget more specific results we need further restrictions, for
instancethat oil imports and oil price increases are thesaziie in both periods, and
that the marginal propensity to consume is thesame in the present and in the future
(alternatively, that the rate of ti preference isindependent of the welfare
level).Then the (present) trade balance unambiguouslyimproves, because saving is
unaffectedbut investment decreases.1
(4)It thecountry has a (present) deficitin the trade balance, a decrease
in the world rate of interest unambiguously deteriorates the(present) trade balance
by adecrease in savingand an increase in investment. Otherwise, the effect on the
tradebalance is ambiguous.—'4—
Withrigid wages both in the present and the future, oilprice increases
decrease employment, which increases themagnitude of the effects on the trade
balance under (1) and (3) above. If thereare rigid wages only in the present but
flexible wages and fullemploymentin the future, there is an increasedtendency
towards deterioration of the (present) trade balancefor present oil price increases.
These results show the differences intheresponse of saving, investment and
thetrade balance to temporary and pernanent oilprice increase. The results also
show that for a perranent oil priceincrease, the trade balance may—somewhatpara—
doxicalJ,y —actuallyimprove, unless the rate of interest falls. It follows that in
order to create a deficit in the trade balancevis—a—yis OPEC for the non—OPEC world,
it may be necessary for the world rate of interestto fall.8 Thus we get a possible
theoretical explanation of the alleged fall in worldrates of interest during the
1910s after the 1973-i4 oil price rise.
We also show that there is a corçleteanalor between the effects on welfare
and the trade balance of (i)exogenous oil price increases at full employ-ment, (ii)
exogenous decreases in employment at constant oil prices, and (iii)exogenous
decreases in productivity at constant oil prices and full employment.9
The paper is organized as follows: Section IIspecifies the equilibrium of
the small country and defines the trade balance.In Section III the effects on
welfare and the trade balance of changes in oilprices and the interest rate are
derived under the assumption that there is fullemployment. A graphical illustration
of these effects is provided in Section IV.Rigid wages and changes in employment
are discussed in Section V. Section VI mentions someextensions, draws somegeneral
conclusions, discusses some li.tations of the analysis, andsuggests some areas for
future research.—5—
II.Equilibrium under full employment
We consider a snnll country in an interteiora1 framework.There are two
periods,indexed t =1and 2, and called the 'present' and the 'future',respec—
tively. Ineach period there are two goods, namelyafinal good and oil. They are
bothtraded on the world market at given relative spot prices at each date. The
country has access to a world credit market with a given final—goods real rate of
interest. We let q1 and q2 denote the relativespot prices of oil in periods 1 and
2 in terms of final goods. The (final—goods) discount factor (equalto one over one
plusthe real rate of interest) is denoted by 6.
The country produces final goods, using oil as an imported intermediate
input together with domestic capital andlabor.There is no domestic production of
oil, and oil cannot be stored. Production possibilities are given by well—behaved
concave production functions x =ft(ktA,zt)relating output of final goods
to capital stock k1, labor input £ and oil input z, all in period t. Thepresent
capital stock, kt, is predeteitned, whereas the future capital stock, k2,can be
augnted by investment of final goods in the present period. There is no investment
in the future.
With regard to welfare and demand, we assume that the country can be ade-
quately represented by a well—behaved utility function U(c1, c2), where c1 and
c2denotepresent and futureconsumptionof final goods.Oilis not consumed.
Considernow a couetitive equilibrium for the country, where the present
capital stock, k-, and the present and future labor supply, £ and z?, are given exo—
genousiy. The country faces given spot prices at each date and a given discount
factor.1° Wages adjustso as to assure full employment of labor. (In Section V we
shall deal with rigid wages and variable emplcjment.) Sich an equilibrium can be
represented by the equationqi  UB  'IOt38J  ').UflOOBtp  tIfl  SaO1Id  PtXOA  UQAT2  aqq.  JO  UOflOUflJ  vc3T13t  Ui 
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employmentlevels. By standard properties of theexpenditure function, the
equilibrju consumption levels are givenby the corresponding price derivatives,
C1= E1(i,6,u) and c2 =E6(l,6,u))6 Also,bystandard properties of the OP
function,equilibria output of final goods and oilinort are given by
=yt(1qt kt, £t) and =...yt(1qt kt, £t). Thus, theequilibrium of the
smallopen econor is fully specified.
Let us also define the (present) tradebalance (surplus) measured in final
goods, t1. It equals the present current accountsurplus since there is no initial
foreign debt.It is defined as
()tl=yl..E1_I1
whichin equilibrju sinnltaneously equals (i) thevalue of the present net export,
i.e. (x1 —c1—i1—q1z1),(ii) theexcess of present domestic product over
spending on consumption and investment at date 1, i.e. theexcess of domestic product
over absorption, (iii) the difference betweenpresent saving (Y' —E1)and invest-
ment, and (iv) the net increase in foreign assetholdings, i.e. the capital account
deficit.
Having defined an equilibrium and the tradebalance, we shall go on to
discuss changes in the trade balance. Ininterpreting the various effects on the
trade balance, we will find it helpful to lookat it mainly asthe difference between
saving and investment.
III.Increases in oil prices and the discount factor
In the introduction, we mentioned that thereis enirical evidence of a fa.l
in world rates of interest during the 1970s afterthe oil price increase in 1973—1.
We shall now examine the effect on the tradebalance of our small econontr of a—8—
combinationof oil price increases and a decrease inthe rate of interest. As a first
step we derive the effects of these changes
on national welfare, assuming constant
(full eloyment) laborinput. Differentiating the budget constraint Cl),using
standard properties of theexpenditure and ID? functions, as well as theequilibrium
condition forinvestment, we get
11 22 2
EudU
=— zdq — dq+tdo
where Eu denotes 3E/3u, the inverseof the rgina1 utility of wealth, whichis posi-
tive, and where t2 denotes the (current value)future trade balance,
() t2=12_Eo=x2_c2_q2z2
Hencethe change in welfare is proportionalto the sum of the oil—inort
weightedoil price changes and the trade balanceweigited discount rate change. The
effect on welfare is as if prices and the discountfactor has been held constant but
wealth had been decreased by theright—hand side of (4). We call —z1dq1and
—Z2dq2the present and future static (wealth equivalent)terms of trade effects
(on welfare), and t2dó theintertemporal terms of trade effect)-T
Inparticular, we see from (4)that, somewhat paradoxicalay, the effect on
welfare is independent of the degree ofsubstitution between oil, capital and labor
in production. 18
Next,to find the effect on the trade balance,we differentiate (3), using
(4), to get, after some anipulations,
(6) dt1 a— z1dq1—
C'w(...1dq1 —&z2dq2+t2dó)— — Ilqdq2—116dó
where Ck, is themarginal, propensity to consume in period 1 (out of wealth),i.e. the
partialderivative with respect to wealth of the t4arshallianuncompensated demnd—9—
functionfor final goods in period 1,19and where E1= is the intertejzoral
pure substitution effect onpresent Consumption of a change inthe discount factor.
We can then identify andinterpret the detenninants ofthe change of the
trade balance. The firstterm on the right—hand sideof (6)wecan call a direct
static terms of tradeeffect, due to a revaluation of oiliIort or, alternatively tothe change in domesticproduct, in the present. Thesecond term is a wealth
on resent constion 20consjstj of the sum ofthe static and intertem-.
poralterms of trade effectsnfltiplied by the marginalpropensity to consume in
period 1. Thethirdterm is an
intertenporal constjmptio substitutioneffect. The
last two terms wemaycallinvestment substitution effects.We also note that the
first three termsgive the change in saving, and thelast two the change in investhent.
Inorder tounderstand the separate effectsof changes in oil prices andthe
discountfactor, we consider the followingfour pure cases:
(i) By a temporary oilprice increase, we mean a situationwhere only the
present oil price increases, i.e.dq1 >0,dq =0and dd =0.Then we can write
(7) dt =(a — °1w)(— z1dq1)<0
(+) (_)
wherethe sis of theseparate tenus are also shown. Theterm (1 —c'w) canbe
interpretedas the marginal propensity tosave out of present domesticproduct. it
is positive if finalgoods are nornal at both dates, whichwe assume. Since invest-
ment is unaffected, the tradebalance response depenonly on the change in saving.
Sincepresent domestic product fallsby the static terms of tradeeffect, saving falls.The trade balance clearlydeteriorates.
(2) Bya future oil price incerase,we nana situation where onlythe
futureoil price increases, i.e. dq2>0and dq' =do=0.We then have—10—
l_ 122 12 dt Cw(_ózdq)—I dq>0.
(—)
Here,both saving and investment changes.Since welfare and wealth falls,
consumption falls. Since present domestic
product is unchanged, saving increases.
Equivalently, the wealth effect on the trade balanceis pDsitive. What about
investment? If we assume that oil andcapital are cooperative inputs in thesense of
having positive cross partials in the productionfunction, investment falls when oil
prices increase. This can be understood thefollowing way: An oil price increase
always decreases oil input (the own substitutioneffect is always negative). If
capitaland oil are cooperative, this decreases thenarginal product of capital,
which causes a decrease in investment.21Hence, since savings increases and invest-
ment falls,the trade balance clearly improves.
(3) Fromthe above follows that a permanent oilprice increase, whenboth
presentand future oil prices increase,(i.e. dq1, dq2 >0anddo=a), leadsin
general to an ambiguous change in the trade balance.Investment falls unambiguously,
but the net effect on savings isambiguous. Itwever, ifthechange in savings is
small, the trade balance will be dominated by the investmenteffect, and the trade
balance will improve. This somewhatparadoxical result has been emphasized by Sachs
[1981]. Precise conditions under whichthis occurs can be derived as follows:
Assume that the oil price increase is thesame in both periods
(dq1=dq2=dq)and that oil import initially isequalin the two periods
(z1== z).Then (6)can be written
(9) dt1(c2— C1&(_&zdq)—Idq2 (>0, if '
(—)
where
is the marginal propensity to consume inperiod 2 (out of wealth).22—11—
Hence,if the marginal propensities to consumeare the same at both dates, savings
remains unaffected and the investment effectdetermines the trade balance change. It
follows that the trade balanceunambiguousi.y improves if the period 2 marginalpro-
pensity to consume does not exceed that of period 1. InSvensson and Bazin [1982] it
isshown that this condition for the marginalpropensities to consume is associated
with a rate of timepreferencethat is a non—decreasing function of the welfare
level. 23
(4)Finally,we consideranisolated increase in the discount factor
(do >0,dq1 =dq2=o),i.e. a fall in the rate of interest. Weget
(10) dt1 =— C'wt2dO—110dO C0.
(+) (+)
Letus henceforth assume that the country has a deficit in thepresent trade balance
and hence a corresponding surplus in the future (since t1+ = o).24Then
welfareandwealth increases with the increase in the discount factor.Put dif-
ferently, thecountry gains from the fall in interest, since it is a borrower.
Consequently,present consumption increases, and since present domesticproduct is
constant, saving falls. Investment increases with the increase inthe discount fac-
tor.(The present value of the marginalproduct of capital increases, which
increases investment.)25 It follows that the tradebalance unambiguously
deteriorates.
The results under (3) and (4)aboveto some extent support Sachs 119811
argument that, for permanent oil price increases, it is really the investment
response that determines the changes in the current account. Andsinceinvestment,
ifanything,is likelytofall, an improvementrather than a deterioration is likely
to occw. To create the deterioration in the current accountvis-a—vis OPEC that is
necessary for a world equilibrium, world rates of interest may have to fall. These—12—
and similarworld equilibrium issues are further exploredby Marion and Svensson
11981].
IV.A graphical illustration
Theequilibrium of the country can be ilkstrated ina familiar Fisher
diagram as in Figure 1.26 The intertemporaltransformation curve ST shows the
feasible combinations of present domesticproduct, net of investment, (y1 —Ii),and
futuredomestic product, Y2, when the investment level Ivaries. It is concave
towards the origin, since future domestic product isa concave function of the
investment level. The interteqoral budget line hasa slope equal to the inverse of
the discount factor. One indifference curve of theutility function is shown. The
present value maximizing combination of net present domestic product and future
domesticproduct is given by point A, the net domestic product point, whichhence
determinesthe equilibrium level of investment, the horizontal distancebetween A and
T. The utility maximizing combination ofconsiumption c1 and c2 in the two periods is
given by A', the consumption point. Saving in period 1 l—c1,is given by the
horizontaldistance between T and A'. The present trade balance t1 = — c1—
isgiven by the horizontal distance between A and A'. The diagram is drawnsuch that
thecountry has negative saving and a trade balance deficit in period 1.
First,consider the effects of a temporary oil price increase, i.e.
dq1 >0.We have Cf1 =— z1dq1C 0, i.e. present domestic product decreases with the
staticpresent terms of trade effect. This corresponds to a parallel shift of the
intertenoral transfornation curve ST to the left to S'T' as in Figure II. The net
domestic product point shifts horizontally to F, with unchanged investmentlevel.
The spending point shifts southwest to F',along the wealth expansion curve through
A'. If the marginal propensity to consume ispositive at both dates (consumption is
normal at both dates), this curve has a positive slope. Saving shifts from the—13—
horizontaldistance between A' and T to thatbetween F' and T'. Since T hasmoved to
the left but A' tosouthwest, it is clear that saving falls.
The present trade
balance shifts from the horizontal
distance between A' and A to thatbetween F' and
F.Clearly, the trade balancedeteriorates, in accorda.nce with ourprevious results
in Section III.
Second,consider the additional effects ofa future oil price increase, i.e.
dq2 >0.We have d12 =
12q(1,q2 11)dq2 =—z2(l,q2, 11)dq2 C 0,foreach
level of investhent, where 12(1, q2, Ii)denotes future oil inort, which isan
increasing function of investhent, sinceoil and investment are assumed to be
cooperative. That is, thetransfortjon curve shifts vertically downwith the sta-
tic future terms of tradeeffect, the shift being larger withincreasing investment,
from S'T' to SPtTT?.At a constant level of investment,the net domestic product point
shifts from F to G. However, the oilprice increase has decreased the (marginal)
Profitabilityof investment. Thisappears in the diagram as the transforwationcurve
being less steep at G than at F.Hence, the equilibrj level of investment
decreases, and the net domestic productpoint shifts to H. The consumptionpoint
shiftsto H'. Saving shifts from (thenegative of) the horizontal distance between
T' and F' to that between T"and H', and thus increases. Thepresent trade balance
is now given by the horizontaldistance between H' and H. Clearly,the additional
effect of a future oil price increasehas unambiguously improved the tradebalance,
from the horizontal distance betweenF' and F to that between H' and H.However,
the2ermanent oil price increase, has shifted thetrade balance from the horizontal
distance between A' and A to thatbetween H' and H. The net change in thetrade
balance depends on the relativeslopes of the straight lines througii HA andH'A',
respectively and is in general ambiguous.The specialcase ofa permanent oil price increase discussedabove, when the
static terms of trade effects on the tradebalance cancel and onlytheinvestment
effect matters, is when the twostraight lines GA and WA' both have aslope equal to
unity. Clearly, the sameresultoccurs whenever the two lines have thesame slope. We
also see that then the investmentsubstitution effect from G to Hunabiguousj.y im
proves the present trade balance.
Finally, consider the additional effect ofan increase in the discount
factor, i.e. do >0.This decreases the slope of theintertporal budget line. The
level of investment increases, the netdomestic product point shifts from H toJ, and
the consumption point shifts to J', theshift consistthg of the wealth effect from H'
toJ" (resulting from anintertemporal term of trade improvement) and the substitu-
tion effect from J"to J'. Savingfalls and the trade balance unambiguously
deteriorates.
Since welfare increasesmonotonically along the income expansion curve
through H' and A', it is clear that thediagram also illustrates the welfare effects
ofthe changes in oil prices and the discountfactor.
V. g4d wages andvariable employment
Inthis paper, we have so far assumed fullemployment of labor. Let us now
introducerigid wages and variable employment.27 Letusfirst simply assume that
there is a given final goodswage, v, in each period. We shalllaterdeal with the
reasonable case when there is rigidwages and variable employment onlyatthe first
datebut flexible wages and full employment atthe second date. Then the profit
maximizing employment level is given by the condition that thedemand price for
labor, the partial is equal to the given wage. For each datewe consequently
get the employment functions Lt(qt, kt, wt)defined qt kt, Lt(qt, kt, wt))
=wt.Thechange in present employment from an oil price increase willthen be—15—
given by
(11) d11 =L1dq1 <0
which is negative if oil and labor arecooperative in the sense of having a positive
crosspartial of the production function. That is,present enloyment decreases with
an increase in the present oil price.
The effect on future employment is moreconçaicated, since the employment
level and the investment level aresinzltaneously determined. First, we realize that
if there is constant returns to scale, in thesense that future domestic product is
linearly hongenous in (k2, £2), an arbitrarilygiven real future wage is in
equilibri incompatible with the given discount factor.The latter implies a given
future rate of return to capital which withconstant returns to scale fixes the
future wage rate (for a given future oil price). Letus avoid this problem by
assuming that the future domestic product function is strictlyconcave in (k2, ),
whichexcludes the constant returns to scale case.
Next, the changes in present and future employntnt froman oil price
increase will be given by
d11 =Idq2 +I.td2 <0and
(+) (_) (12)
dZ L2 dq2 +L2kd11<0
Underthe assumption that capital and labor, capital andoil, and labor and oil, are
all cooperative, it can be shown that both investment andfuture employment decreases.
The direct negative effect on investmentIdq2 'C0is reinforced by an indirect
effect I1Ld&2 C0via the fall in investment. Similarly, the direct effecton
eloyment L2qdq2 C0is reinforced by the fall in investment, L2kdI3 <0.28—16—
Similarly, for an increase in the discount fact, itcan be shown that both
future employment and investment increases, theinvestment increase being bigger than
with full employment.29
Theendogenous changes in employment levels thatwe have now derived.'ill
haveseparate effects on the trade balance that simply addsto the effects we have
previouslyderived forthe full employment case. To isolate theseseparate effects,
letus make a digression where we regard the employmentchanges as exogenous. We
hence differentiate (i) and (3) forgiven changes in the employment levels but with
constantoil prices and discount factors.Differentiating (1) gives
(13) Edu =Y1d&'+ = w'dL+
Hence,the effect on welfare of changes in the level ofemployment is simply propor-
tional to the changes in the present value ofdomestic product, the change in
wealth.30 We call thetwo terms on the right—hand side the present and future
(wealth equivalent) employmenteffects (on welfare), respectively.Differentiating
(3)gives
(14) dt1 =Ci—
C1w)w1dL1
— — I1zdL2
Itfollows directly that a temporary decrease inemployment, i.e. d& <0and
dL2 =0,has a negative consumption wealth effect on the tradebalance, which
deteriorates. A future decrease in employment hasa positive consumption wealth
effect on the trade balance.It has an additional positive effect on the trade
balance through a decrease in investment, if investmentand labor arecomplements.
Itfollows that a pxanent decrease in employment hasan ambiguous effect on the
trade balance.—17—
At this stage we realize that the effectson welfare and the trade balance
of exogenous decreases in employment arecompletely analogous to the effects of oil
price increases. It follows that the effectsof exogenous decreases in employment
can be graphically illustrated in FigureII, in exactly the same way as we demon-
strated the effects of oil price increases.
We also realize that as loris aswe regard the employment levelsand
£2as exogenous, we may as well interprete them asparameters representing produc-
tivity levels, say. Hence, we have implicitly derived theeffects on welfare and the
trade balance of exogenous changes inproductivity, and indeed shown the analor bet-
ween oil price increases and productivity decreases. Thisanalor has recently been
emphasized in Bruno11981]. Fornally, the analor between oilprice increases,
employmentdecreases, and decreases in productivity, arises simply becausethey all
appear as parameter changes affecting the domestic product functionsin the same way
andhence cause similar negative supply shocks.
Afterthis digression, we return to regarding theemployment changes as
endogenous, given by (11) and (12)becauseof rigid wages. Since an oil price
increase leads to a decrease in employment at thesame date, and we have seen that
the effect of a decrease in employment is thesane as the effect of an oil price
increase, we can directly conclude that the existence ofrigid wages and the
resulting changes in employment will simply reinforce all thesepirate effects of oil
price increases that we derived in Section III. Thus,combining (6)and14), for
instance the effect of atemporaryoilprice increase on the trade balance willbe
(15) dt1 =(1—C'w)(z1dq1+?dti)c0,
(—) (—)
withd&1<0given by (ii). The trade balance willdeterioratemore than it does in
the full employment case, since present domesticproduct falls more because the—18—
eiloyment effect adds to the static tens of tradeeffect.
Similarly, the effect of an increase in thediscount factor will be
(i6) dt1 =— Clw(t2do + ôw2d&2)—I16—IdZ C0 (+) (+)(÷h+)
whered&2 >0rtheprevis argument. The trade balance deterioratesnrre than in
the full employmentcase, due to the jsitive employment effect ów2d&2on welfare
(which decreases savings) and theadditional increase in investxuents I1dL2>0
Letus finally r_ark on the reasonable case when thereis real wagerigi-
dity in the present (the short run) but flexiblewages and fullenloymentin the
future(the long run). This case is alsoconsistent with constant returns to scale
in capital and labor in the future, forwhich case futurereal wageswill be deter-
mine by future oil prices and the discountfactor. We realize that theasymmetry
caused by a decrease in eloymentonly in the present will tend to deteriorate thetrade
balance. In particular, the previousresult in the full eiloymentcase, that a per-
manent oil price increase y undersome circumstances inçrove the trade balance, is
then further qualified.
In the full employmentcase, we also noted that welfare effects are indepen—
dent of the d%ree of substitution inproduction between oil, capital, and labor. We
realize that with rigid wa€es this isno longer so, since the maitude of the
enloymenteffects depends on the degree ofsubstitutability between oil andcapital
andlabor. Hence, with rigidwagesandvariable employment, the degree of substi—
tuion in production does indeeddirectly influence welfare.
VI. Extensions, conclusions, and limitationsof the analysis
Let usfirst mention some extensions of the aboveanalysis. So far, we have
assumed thatoilis used exclusively as an intermediateinput in production. If—19—
some oil is also consumed directlyby consumer,3' the static teruis of tradeeffects
on welfare are larger in magnitude, sinceoil import is larger. Thisitself
should reinforce the effectson the trade balance derived in thecase when oil is not
consumed, in the same wayasdo changes in employment when thereare ri6id wages, as
we noted in section V. However, itcan be shown32that additionalsubstitution
effects on consumption enter,makingtheoverall effects on the trade balance ainbi—
guous, except for a pure increase in the discountfactor. The ambiguity arises
because oil price increases inducesubstitution in consumption of finalgoods for
oil, when oil and final goods are substitutes.This substitution effect is opposite
tothe consumption wealth effect.
Itis natural to nasure the trade balancein tern of final goods, when oil
is used as an input in productiononly. However, when both oil and finalgoods are
consumed,it is less obvious in what units thetrade balance shall be measured. One
solution is to deflate the trade balanceby an exact consumer price index, hence
constnict a 'real' trade balance. This
can be done by asstzaing that preferencesare
weakly homothetically separable over time,as in Svensson and Eazin 119821. Then it
canbe shown33that the real trade balance is affectedby what can be called real
ternE of trade effects and changes in thereal discount factor, the latterbeing the
present value of the future consumer price indexdeflated by the present consumer
priceindex. In particular, a temporary oilprice increase then also changes the
real discount factor tbrcigh changes in thepresent consumer priceindex, which can
beshown to give rise to ambiguity in thetrade balance response.
The analysis can be extended toan arbitrary number of goods along the lines
ofSvensson and Razin[1982J. The generalized ternE of trade-effects are then
exactly analogousto those in the present analysis. Felativeprice changes intro-
duceconsumption and investaent substitution effects thatmay give rise to an
ambiguoustrade balance response.—20—
Let us also make some general commentson the above analysis. It involves,
as do several other recent works, a microeconomic
approach, in the sense of using
behavioural functions explicitly derivedfrom optimizing behavicxir, toproble that
havemst2y been attacked with the usualmacroeconomic tools. The present analysis
hopes to help to demonstrate the fruitfulnessand power of such an approach. The
methodof using 'dual' functions, expenditureand domestic product functions,
although formally equivalent to using 'primal'utility and production functions,
makes, at least for the present problem, for
easily derived explicit welfare effects,
and greatly facilitatesidentification, interpretation, and signing of the various
wealth andsubstitutioneffects. As shown in Svensson 119811, it alsosiuiplifies
generali05 to many goods and factors, and allowsfor convenient butrioorous
'real'analysis in terms of various price indices.
l'brefundamentally, the above analysis attexts to contributedto
demonstrate, also with several other recentworks, the fruitfulness and, may be, even
the necessity, to look at the determinantsof the trade balance and the current
account in an explicitly intertemporalsetting.
Although many of our results may not benew, our method of deriving them has
made itpossibleto express them in rather general,yet easily interpreted, forms.
Our results on the welfare effectson oil price and interest rate changes have high-
lighted theirrelevance for the (first order) welfare effectsof the degree of
substitutability in production and consumption when thereare flexible wages and
fullemployment, andthe crucialness of such substitution to the (firstoFder)
welfareeffects when there are rigid wages andvarying employment. Our ratherrich
resultson the effects on the trade balance have made clear howincomplete and
possibly misleading a static view of the trade balance is.The results emphasize the
different and even opposite impacts oftemporary, future, and permanent oil price—21—
changes.The analysis of interest ratechanges has clarified the role of the inter—
temporal terms of trade effect on
wealth, welfare, and saving in addition to the
intertemporal substitution effects onsaving and investuent.
There are numerous and obvious
limitations of the analysis, some of which
callfor additional research.ly the most simple small openeconorn4' case has been
analyzed, the case when the country facesgiven prices on oil and final goods anda
given world rate of interest. Thecase with a two country world,consisting of a
final—goods producing Industria and anoil—producing OPEC, where the world rate of
interest is endogenous, is stucied in?&rion and Svensson[19811. The case with a
threecountry world consisting of a home country,a foreign country, and OPEC, in
which both the rate of interest and therelative price between home and foreignpro-
duced final goods are endogenous, istaken up in Marion and Svensson [1982aj.That
case makes possible a discussion of how structuraldifference between industrial
countriesexplain differences in their responses to oilprice increases.
Inthe present paper, there is nogovernment and no policy, there is perfect
international mobility of capital, andmonetaryfactors are coxletely abstracted
from.One of ny policies that is of obviousrelevance is the restriction of inter-
national capital movements.
Thepresent analysis abstracts from the allocation betweentraded and non—
tradedgoods. The determinants of the current account whenthere are non—traded
goods are treated in an intertemporal settingby Razin [l980J, and, when there is
import of oil, by Marion [l9ol] and Bruno 11982].
The response to oil price increasedepends crucially on whether there is
home production of oil or not. A netexporter of oil will benefit from positive sta-
tic term of trade effects. The investmentresponse to a future oil price increase
could very well be overall positive, since theprofitability of investment in the oil—22—
productionindustry will increase. The present analysis uses the simplifying, but
not unrealistic, assumptions that capital, labor and oilare all cooperative.
Implications of other assumptions can easily be examined.
The effects on emplwment of oil pricechanges have been examined in a very
rudimentary way, and there is obvious scope for analysis of variouswage indexation
schemes and other labor market specifications. Neither have directwelfare effects
of emplrment changes been dealt with.
Therestriction to only twoperiods nay appear severe, but has nevertheless
made possible rather rich results. It isclear that as lon6 as the only interten-
poral distinctions weneedare binary, for instance between the 'present' and the
'future', or the 'short run' and the 'long run', two periodsare indeed all that is
required and with suitable interpretations we can get an almostsurprisin5 richness
of results. For other problems, finer intertemporaldistinctions nay be needed, for
instance between the 'past','present',and 'future' when we want to distinguish bet-
ween presentexpected and present unexpected price changes. Or suppose we want to
examine the consequences of the possibility that the observed fall inthe world rate
ofinterest during the 1970s is not permanent but temporary. Thenweneed to
distinguishbetween the 'present',the'near future', and the 'distant future'. In
suchcases wesimply need three or more periods.35
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1. SachsL19811provides an excellent discussion of these events, both theoretical
andempirical, together with data on many countries' current accounts andon world
interest rates.
2. An intel-temporal view of foreign trade anddifferent stages in the balance of pay-
ments was very fashionable in the Trade andDevelopment literature of the 1960s, as
for instance in Bardhan [1966] and Bruno 119611,see also Bazdarich L19181.An
excellent early reference, which contains a synthesis betweenstatic international
trade theory and Fisherian capital theory, is Miller [1968].More recently, Razin
119801, first version distributed 1918, discusses thecurrent account in a rigorous
intertnpora1 model with non—traded goods and investment. Sachs l1982a] andLipton
and Sacha 11980] offer a theoretical framework fordiscussing the current account in
a two—country growth model, with perfect international capitalmobility and far-
sighted optitzlng agents. The models are too complicated to solveana1ylitca11ythough, and must be studiedby sixailation techniques. Obstfeld 11980, 1982]
discussesthe current account in an Uzawa [19681—typecontinuous tint model with
intertnpora1 optimization behavior. This Ijzawa—typeanalysis involves several, for
the results crucial, simplifyingassumptions, as shown by Svensson and Razin [1982].
Recently, McKinnon [1978, 1981] and Sachs 119811 haveargued the fruit-
fulness of looking at the current accountas the difference between saving and
investment, rather than as a time—independent differencebetween exports and
imports. Sachs 11981] also develops atwo—period model of the current account and
provides an excellent discussion of itsresponse to tanporary and permanent oil price
increases with results similar to those ofSvensson and Bazin [1981] and thepresent
paper. See also Bruno 11982] and Sachs 11982b1
Dixit [1981] presents avery neat intertemporal general equilibrium model of
trade in goods, capital, and oil. He does notconsider trade balance issues but con-
centrateson problems of income distribution and strategic behaviourbetween
countrieswith different endowments.
Taking monetary factors into accowit as in Helpman [1981],Persson 11981]
uses an explicitly intertesçoral framework indiscussing the balance or payments in
different currency areas and exchange rateregimes. See also Eelpman and Razin
[1982].
3.Since there is no initial foreign debt andno interest payments on foreign assets
in the first period, the current accountand the trade balance in the first period
are identical. Henceforth, we shall only refer to thetrade balance.
4. let us note that in ouranalysis an 1oil price increase' ntans 'a (rgina1)
increase in the present oil price' relative to whatthe present oil price otherwise
would have been, or 'a (marginal) increase in thefuture oil price' relative to what—25—
thefuture oil price increase would otherwise have been.It should not be inter-
preted to mean an increase over tiz in the sense that future oil prices are
(rginala,y) above present oil prices. That latter interpretation is however
included as a special case, if the before-change situation is one with present and
future oil prices being equal, and the change is an increase in the future oil price
with the present oil price held constant.
More precisely, for exogenously given oil pirces q1 and q2 in the two
periods, we get an equilibrium of endogennas variables (welfare, trade balance, out-
put, etc.) in the two periods. We let the vectorsanddenote these endoencus
variables. The exogenous oil price increases dq1 >0and dq2 >0result in new exo-
genous oil prices q1 +dj1and q2 +dq2,andin a new equilibrium
1 2 2 +d, +dC). Theseoil price increases (dq ,dq)andequilibrium changes
(d, d) are increases and changes relative to the before—change oil prices
12 12 (q ,q)andequilibrium (c, . ).
Acompletely different meaning of an oil price increase would be that it
refers to a situation where q2 >q1,that is, the future oil price is hisher than the
present one.It is certainly of interest to examine what the equilibrium(t', )
lookslike in that case.Strictly, it requires global rather than our local
differential—calculus analysis. however, for the local case, this meaning of an oil
price increase is indeed a special case of ouranalysis.This can be seen in the
following way: Lettheinitial oil prices be such that q3- =q2=
,resultingin an
equilibrium (V.j2)(it does in general of course not follow that = Then
consider an increase dq2 >0in the future oil price, resulting in a new equilibrium
+d,t2+ d2).here the change (d, d2) in the equilibrium reveals how an
equilibrium with the future oil price (nar4naliy) above the present oil price dif-
fersfrom an equilibrita where oil prices are the sase atthe two periods.—26—
5. Any establishedtermino1oy for this kind of complementarity (technical
compleznentarity7) is unknown to me. The term'cooperative' has been suggested by
Elhanan Helpman, accordingto whom it is used in Hebrewtechnolor. Note that the
usualdefinition of
comPlementarity/substitutability is in terms of thecross par—
tials of the conditional (i.e.
constant output) input demand function. Athorough
discussion and empirical evidenceon such (Hicksian) complementarity andsubstituta-
bility between captial, labor,enerr and materials inputs is in Berndt and Wood
119791. They discussseparable production functions of the fonu, forinstance,
x =f(g(k,z), &)where f( )andg( )areconstant returns to scale, all of which
hence fulfill our assumption ofcooperation between factors: ftk&,k k >0.
(Partials will be denotedby subindices throughout the paper.)
6.'Deteriorates'here zans relative to what the (present)trade balance would
have been if there had beenno oil price increases. Cf. note 4.
7.Theresults (i) to (3) are derived in Svenssonand Razin 119821 for the case with
many traded goods, but with fixed outputvectors and no investment. Except for the
detailed conditions mentioned under(3), they are also derived by Sachs 11981J.
8. This point is madeby Sachs 11981].
9.The analor betweenproductivity decreases and raw material price increasesis
emphasized in Bruno [1981).
10. As is well—known, we can eitherinterprete this equilibrium as a Hicksian
perfect foresight 'full equilibriumover time', or a Hicksian 'temporary equilibrium
inperiod 1',where period 2 variables representcommonly held subjectively certain
pointexpectations.
11. The expendit'e function isdefined as E(l, 6, u) =main + u(c1, c2)
)u).See Dixitand Norman 119601, orVarian 119781, for properties anduses of the
expendit.e function.
12. Throughout thepaper we shall use final goods as numeraires.—27—
13.The OP function is defined as yt(1 qt kt, £t)=max{xt—qtzt:x =ft(kt&t,
zt)}. It is also called thevalue—added, the restricted profit, the variable profit,
theGNP, or the revenue function. A comprehensivereference is Bruno[19781or
Diewert 11974]. SeeVarian 11978] for amicro—textbook using this and similar dual
functions,and Bruno [1973], Chipnan [1972], Dixjt and Norman[1980], Ithang 11971],
andWoodland 119811, for their use in internationaltrade theory.
Note that Domestic Product equals National Productinperiod 1, since there
isno initial debt. In period 2, National Productequals +rt1,the sum of
Domestic Product and net interest income frow abroad rt1,where r =(i/o)—1is
therate of interest and t1, the period 1 tradebalance, is net lending in period 1
to the rest of the world.
14. The equilibrium investment level isthe solution to the problem
max {612(j. q2, K1 +ii,£2) —i11,wherei' is investment. Hencethe investment
function fulfills the first order condition6K =1.We assume an interior solution.
15. This concept of wealth includes also thepresent value of future labor earnings
(human wealth).
16.E1 is the partial with respect to the first argument, theprice of final goods,
and E6 is the partial withrespect to the second argument, the present value of
future final goods, etc.
17. The importance of the jnterteroral terms of tradeeffect is emphasized by Eazin
11980] and Persson 11981].
The expression Edu In (4)is in general the 'change in real income' often
used in international trade theory.
18. Itre precisei,y, the substitution effectsare irrelevant to the first—order
effects on welfare. Mfferentiatj (i) to the second orderreveals thatsubsti-
tution enter as second—order effects. Hence, the substitutioneffects are dominated
by the tern of trade effects for smll changes in oilprices and the discount factor.—28—
19.We have used that C equals
Eiu/E•
20.A more precise terminolor would be a 'welfare' effecton consumption.
21. -differentiatingthe narginal condition =1we get =—
But2kq =kz'zzC0since f2 C0and we assume 2kz >0,(that oil and capital
arecooperative). l'ürthermore, 2kk C0by concavity of the production function.
Hence,I c0.
22. We use that + = 1,by the intertporal budget constraint.
23. A homothetic utility function has a constant rate oftime preference.
24. This is consistent with the realisticworld equilibrium where OPEC haslittle
consumptionin the first period in comparison to its oil income.
25.We have 116 =— k'kk>0,since kk C0.
26. Similar Fisher diagraiz, although withoutthe interteioral transformation
curve, are used in Svensson and Razin 119821 arid Sachs [1981].
27. variable enloyment we mean that employment is endogenously determined and
may be less than full, hence giving rise to unemployment. We do not refer toa
situationwith variable utility maximizing labor supply.
28. We have d11/dq2 =(i'+IL2q)/(1_I12k)C11q
<0,since the term liLk
canbe shown to be positive and less than one (see Svensson 11981, n.29.
29. We have d11/dS =1151(1—IOk > > 0.
30. We note that the simplicity of (13) is because weassume that welfare depends on
consumptiononly, and not directly on ençloyment levels. Without the assumption, the
employment effects on welfare would depend on the differences betweenwage rates and
effects enter as second_order effects. Hence, the substitution effectsare dominated
by the tern of trade effects for small changes in oil prices and the discount factor
the supply prices of labor, and eloyment substitution effectson consumption would—29—
enter in (i1).Persson119821,indiscussing welfare effects of stabilization poli-
cies in different exchange rate regimes, includessuch employment effects on welfare.
31. For instance, if oil input forheating of private homes or gasoline for private
transpon is regarded as direct consumption rather thanas production of housingand
transportservices.
32.See Svensson [1981, Sect. 7J.
33.See Svensson 11981, Sect. 8J.
34. SeeSvensson[1981, Sect. 91.
35.See, for instance, Marion and Svensson Il9d2bl.—30—
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